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Abstract: The study helped with the subject mapping of the resources on 22 languages included in Indian 
constitution that were indexed in the National Digital Library of India from 2018 and covering the different fields of 
arts and humanities, social sciences, science, engineering, technology, and history. The subject mapping is based on 
the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) 22nd edition. The relevant/required data was collected from the official 
website of the National Digital Library of India (https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/) on 4th April 2021, Sunday by browsing 
subject-wise. 
(https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/result?q={"t":"subject","b":{"browse":"subject","filters":[]}}) and filtering one by one of 22 
officially recognized Indian languages in the Indian constitution. A total number of 398793 documents on different 
subjects indexed in NDLI till 4th April 2021, The maximum number of documents indexed in Computer science, 
Information & general works (000) subject [88.98%] and the larger number of documents indexed in the Bengali 
language [40.71%]. 
 




The National Digital Library of India (NDLI) is a project under the Ministry of Human Resource 
Development (HMRD) of the Government of India. The objective of the study is to collect and 
collate metadata and provide a full-text index from several national and international digital 
libraries, as well as other relevant sources.[“National Digital Library of India, 2021”]. NDLI has 
indexed the maximum Indian language document in different subjects. More than 19,500 
languages or dialects are spoken in India as mother tongues, according to the latest analysis of a 
census 2011, and there are 121 languages which are spoken by 10,000 or more people in India, 
which has a population of 121 crores [“Languages of India, 2021”]. The Eighth Schedule to the 
Constitution of India lists the 22 official languages of the Republic of India in census 2011. 
These 22 recognized languages are Assamese, Bengali, Bodo, Dogri, Gujarati, Hindi, Kashmiri, 
Kannada, Konkani, Maithili, Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, 
Santhali, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu. But Hindi is the most widely spoken language in 
India (43.63%), and the second is the Bengali language (8.03%). 
 
Review of literature 
There have been a few studies conducted on individual journals. Some of the relevant studies in 
the aforesaid directions are worthy of review. Das et al. (2016) analyzed in a study that how the 
NDLI will serve as a pan-India virtual teaching-learning-evaluation-knowledge discovery and 
innovation platform which will help personalized, self-paced, new-age multimedia education at 
all levels, act as a platform that can bring a fundamental shift in the paradigm of education and 
research and thus become a true national asset. Later Mangurkar & Chaudhari (2018) have 
analyzed different languages covered in NDLI, educational degrees covered, and different 
subjects available on the National Digital Library of India. They analyzed a total of 15,302,524 
documents by contents, a total of 5,760,00 9 documents by educational level, a total of 2,592,258 
documents language-wise, and a total of 16,730,585 by subject distribution based on data 
available from 22nd February to 15th March 2018. 
 
Bashir, Nasreen & Loan (2019) have analyzed in the study an overview of the National Digital 
Library of India (NDL India) to understand its advantages, features, and collection in the global 
digital space and explored the service architecture, use case, content types and file formats of the 
National Digital library of India and enumerated its salient features and issues. In another study, 
Nasreen, N. et al. (2019) found that ten broad subjects covered under the collection of the WDL 
are Computer Science, Information and general works, Philosophy and Psychology, Religion, 
Social Sciences, Language, Natural science and Mathematics, Technology (Applied Sciences), 
The Arts; fine and decorative arts, Literature and Rhetoric, History and Geography. The 
maximum number of resources belongs to History and Geography (16135) followed by 
Computer Science Information and general works (3560), Social Sciences (3163), The Arts; fine 
and decorative arts (3124) and the minimum number is in Philosophy and Psychology (140).  
Moid, Raza & Jahan (2020) examined the study of the grey literature (GL) in the National 
Digital Library of India (NDLI) with particular reference to the synopsis, thesis, report, and 
patent. As a result, the majority of GL resources were extracted, and the maximum number of 
resources is available in the English language. Mishra (2019) has explored the types of content 
available at the NDLI and their pattern of the growth of learning resources. Also, she has covered 
the educational patterns of learning resources with language coverage. From the literature 
review, it is found that there is no specific study of subject mapping on the documents of Indian 
languages indexed in the National Digital Library of India (NDLI). Therefore, this is the research 
gap we have identified from this literature review. 
 
Objectives of the study 
The main objective of this study is to find out the subject-wise distributions of Indian language 
documents that were indexed in NDLI. More specific objectives are as follows: 
 
❖ To examine the growth of Indian language documents on different subjects  
❖ To identify the subject-wise distribution of Indian language documents 
❖ To identify the access restriction of Indian language documents 
❖ To identify the distribution of educational level of Indian language documents 
❖ To identify the content-wise distribution of Indian language documents 
 
Methodology 
The present study is based on subject mapping of those documents that were published in the 
Indian language and indexed in the National Digital Library of India (NDLI). The data was 
collected by subject-wise browsing from the official website of the National Digital Library of 
India (https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/ ) which is shown in Figure-1. NDLI has classified all types of 
indexed documents according to the DDC classification scheme. In the first level of subject 
NDLI has used the first level of summary of DDC classification scheme and this method helps to 




Figure-1: Subject classification of NDLI in the first level of subject 
 
 
Analysis of Data 
We analyzed collected data based on different criteria viz subject-wise distribution of Indian 
language on NDLI, subject-wise distribution of Indian language documents by Access 
restriction, subject-wise distribution of Indian language documents by Educational level, and 
subject-wise distribution of Indian language books by Content Types. 
A total of 398793 numbers of Indian 22 recognized language documents are indexed in the 
National Digital Library of India from 2018 of ten subjects.   
Table-1 : Subject-wise distribution of Indian language on NDLI 
 














































Bodo 39 - - 8 62 63 - - 21 9 
202 
(0.05%) 




ti 4075 83 23 1650 1455 2791 971 44 2479 101 
13672 
(3.43%) 
Hindi 6368 1115 272 16156 19271 19754 5371 
310





























hi 1740 24 10 3559 4656 4886 614 264 3025 1081 
19859 
(4.98%) 
Nepali 314 - - 1 63 37 11 - 21 - 
447 
(0.11%) 




bi - - - - - - - - - - - 
Sanskr




i 1 - - - 16 - - - 16 - 
33 
(0.01%) 
Sindhi 6 - 18 42 48 54 - - 41 41 
250 
(0.06%) 




u 5274 19 53 1476 1071 2403 1527 40 1261 142 
13266 
(3.32%) 



































Table-1 depicts the subject-wise distribution of the documents on Indian 22 constitutional 
recognized language that were indexed NDLI. It shows that a maximum number of documents 
are indexed on Computer science subjects (000) 174440 documents, 43.74%, and the second 
number is Literature subject (800) 63159 documents, 15.84% and followed by Natural science 
and Mathematics subject (500) 47156 documents, 11.82%, Language (400) 42522 documents 
10.66%. Similarly, a maximum number of documents are indexed in the National Digital Library 
of India (NDLI) of Bengali language (40.71%) approx162366 documents and second most is the 
Hindi language (24.79%) approx98872 which is clearly shown in Figure- in Figure-2. The 
maximum languages covered most of the subject and sequentially distributed their resources, but 






























































Figure-2: Number of documents in different Indian languages 
 
Table 2: Subject-wise distribution of Indian language documents by Access restriction : 
 
Subject-wise distribution of Indian language documents by Access restriction 
 Open NDLI 
Subscribe
d Limited Authorized Total 
Computer science, 
information & 




























































































(88.98%) 27552 (6.91) 
15149 





Table-2 indicates the subject-wise distribution of access restriction or availability of NDLI 
indexed Indian language documents. The above table clearly shows the maximum number of 
documents that are openly available for access, there is no barrier to read or download. Users can 
easily offline access in his/her system by downloading. However, NDLI has categories of its 
resources in the following access method. 
 
Figure-3: Number of documents in different subjects categories 
● Open: full-text available to all (Example: NCERT) 
● Limited: part of the text is available but full-text requires authorization by Source 
Authority (Example: IISER, Bhopal) 










Natural science and 
Mathematics (500)
Technology (600)




● Authorized: full-text access requires authorization by Source authority and separate 
login to the Source (Example: IIT Jodhpur) 
● NDLI: This signifies that the document can be accessed in full-text mode by logging 
into NDL 
 
Figure-4: Number of documents based on different access restrictions 
If we see the subject-wise restriction, it is clearly displayed in Figure-4 that more than eighty-
five percentages (85%) of documents are no restriction for use to open for all, and 6.91 percent 
of documents are no restriction for NDLI users. Approximately, ninety-five percent (95%) of 
documents are accessible free of cost. Only five percent (5%) of documents are under limited 
and subscribed access.Table-3: Subject-wise distribution of Indian language documents by 
educational level. 

























































































































































The distribution of subject mapping according to educational level is given in table-3. NDLI has 
classified all resources in their content-wise, i.e., up to class I, I to IV, V to VII, IX to X, XI to 
XII, UG and PG, Adult education, Career/Technical Standard, etc. For this analysis, educational 
levels have been classified into five groups. Up to class I and class I to IV consider as the 
primary standard, class V to VIII and class IX to X considered as a secondary standard, class XI 
to XII considered as a higher secondary standard, UG and PG considered as UG/PG education 
level standard and adult education and career/ technical standard considered as other educational 
level standards. In this subject mapping, the majority shows in others' education level (61%). The 
second highest in secondary education level (21%). The Higher Secondary and UG/PG both have 
6% documents respectively and at the last, the primary education level encompasses 5% 
documents (Figure-5). 
 
Figure-5: Number of documents in education levels 
The maximum NDLI resources are under the other (adult and career/technical) educational level 
except for language, science, and arts subjects. More than 50% of resources of every subject are 








number of resources are under the secondary level (Class V to VIII and IX to X) and higher 
secondary level (Class XI to XII) given in Table-4. 
 
Table-4: Subject-wise distribution of Indian language books by Content Types 
 
Subject-wise distribution of Indian language books by Content Types 

































































































Table. 4 shows the content types of NDLI indexed documents. Not only textual contents are 
available, but you can also get materials in non-textual forms like audio, video, image, 
animation, simulation and presentation besides textual materials. Select the 'By Type' option on 
'Browse' or the material type from the right-hand bar on 'Search' to get materials in your desired 
form [9]. For analysis purposes, we categories text, audio, video, image and others (animation, 
simulation and presentation) content types. 
 
Figure-6: Number of documents in different formats 
 
It is observed that 337768 out of the 398793 documents have a textual format, more than eighty-









audio format 3577 (0.90%). The rest of the documents are images and other formats that are very 
few numbers.  
If we see according to subject-wise distribution, more than eighty to ninety percent of documents 
are available on textual formats of each subject except Science (500) arts (700) subjects and ten 
to twenty percent of documents are available on video formats. The rest of one to two percent are 
video, image, animation, and presentation formats. 
  
Conclusions 
The NDLI project is all about knowledge dissemination, and there is no fee for accessing the 
digital library. It can be accessed by an individual or an institute member equally well. However, 
access to full-text content in many cases may require an institutional subscription or may have to 
be subscribed by the member personally. NDLI is a very good initiative to overcome the various 
barriers like communication, region, language, and money which is the main obstacle in our 
education systems and provides 24x7 services. 
More or less Indian 22 constitutional recognized language documents are indexed in the NDLI 
except for the Punjabi language. So, it is recommended that more efforts should be made for 
initiatives for other languages and try to index the maximum numbers of all regional documents 
too. Because the National Digital Library (NDLI) is one kind of digital archival platform. 
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